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Liberty Hall Capital Partners Selects iLEVEL for Portfolio Monitoring
iLEVEL continues to grow at a rapid rate with private capital managers of all sizes implementing the platform
(New York, February 26, 2015) – iLEVEL, the cloud-based software provider to the private capital market, announced
today that Liberty Hall Capital Partners has selected the iLEVEL Private Capital Data Platform to streamline their
portfolio data collection process and enhance their reporting capabilities. Liberty Hall is a private equity firm focused
exclusively on investments in businesses serving the global aerospace and defense industry.
“As Liberty Hall continues to grow, we are confident iLEVEL will be an invaluable asset to track metrics and report to our
investors in a timely, consistent, and transparent manner,” said Rowan G.P. Taylor, founding Partner of Liberty Hall. “We
recognize the importance of transparency when monitoring our assets, both for our own investment purposes and for
investor reporting. We look forward to implementing the iLEVEL Private Capital Data Platform.”
iLEVEL grants managers of private capital the ability to do more with their data and meet the increased demands for
investor reporting. Funds can streamline their data collection process and store their information in a central repository,
which can be accessed via the web, through an iPad or in existing excel models. iLEVEL can optimize portfolio
performance, demonstrate value creation, and more quickly run valuations.
“iLEVEL is transformational for private capital managers of all sizes,” said Kevin Black, CEO of iLEVEL. “We are thrilled
to sign Liberty Hall as a client and look forward to helping them expand their business through our platform.”
The number of firms using iLEVEL has doubled in the past year and includes alternative investment firms of varying
sizes that employ a wide range of investment strategies including Private Equity, Real Estate, Credit and Venture
Capital. Leading LPs and Funds of Funds are also adopting iLEVEL. More than 5,500 iLEVEL users span the globe,
tracking over a billion data points across 11,500 portfolio companies.

About Liberty Hall Partners
Liberty Hall Capital Partners is a private equity firm focused exclusively on investments in businesses serving the global aerospace
and defense industry. Liberty Hall’s principals have a 20-plus year history of working together and have led the investment of over $2
billion in equity capital in businesses serving multiple segments of the aerospace and defense industry and complementary industrial
markets. Liberty Hall develops actionable investment strategies for attractive segments of the aerospace and defense industry and
then partners with entrepreneurs and management teams to acquire leading businesses serving these segments and, together with
them, develops sound, long-term strategic plans to build these businesses through a combination of strategic investments and
strategic acquisitions. For more information, please visit http://www.libertyhallcapital.com/.

About iLEVEL
iLEVEL offers a market-leading cloud-based Private Capital Data Platform that empowers fund managers and investors to control
information and gain actionable insights by taking data collection, investment analysis and performance reporting to a whole new
level. Investors in iLEVEL include Blackstone (NYSE: BX), The Carlyle Group (NASDAQ: CG), Duff & Phelps, Hamilton Lane, Swift
River Investments, and Egis Capital Partners. For more information, visit www.ilevelsolutions.com.

